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To whom it may concern .

Thank  you for the opportunity to make these suggestions.
1)  If anybody is on bail ,if they break the conditions of their bail ,it automatically
cancels their  current bail and prevents them from applying  for bail for 2 years.

2) If anybody is stopped  for a breath test and they are over 1 they automatically lose the
use of their car for 3 months,plus any other penalty, the court imposes.  The same applies
to anybody driving with drugs in their system

3) Anybody caught driving more than 20 kms over the speed limit  , they automatically
lose the the use of the car for 3 months , anybody  exceeding  the speed limit  by more than
50 kms,  ,automatically lose the use of the car for 12 months

4) Anybody exceeding the speed limit in a school zone , automatically loses the use of the
vehicle for 6 months.
  
5) Anybody booked for speeding 3 times in a year automatically loses the use of the
vehicle for 6 months

6) Anybody caught hooning more than 2 times in a year loses the car permanently.

On positive note the good guys and gals should be rewarded  for their good performance ,
their rego should be reduced my ten percent the first year and then 2 percent each year they
are freeo of  fines.
To pay for this the bad guys and gals their  rego should go up by ten percent the first year
and 2 percent  each year they get a fine., Each year  they are fine free their rego would
come down by 2 percent.
it is time we stopped pussy footing around with the people who are causing so much
trouble in the community

I hope this is a worthwhile contribution .
Yours faithfully
Brian Price
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